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Abstract

In this contribution we investigate the dependence of quantum efficiency of Ti3 + : A1203 on the wavelength of the
exciting light. We consider fast non-radiative transitions between the highly excited vibronic states of the system and slow
non-radiative and radiative processes which take place in the system thermalized
in the first excited state. The results of
3 + sapphire.
our model calculations are compared with photopyroelectric spectra of Ti

1. Introduction and the model description
The aim of this paper is to analyze the nonradiative processes and quantum efficiency of the
Ti3 + ion in sapphire. However the model elaborated in this paper can be easily extended to other
systems characterized by strong electron lattice
coupling. The Ti3~ion in A1
1 system,
203 is a dof 2E exwith the electronic structure consisting
cited and 2T
2 ground state, with large Jahn Teller
E*~effect in the excited state [1]. The significant
offsetexcited
between
the energy
minima results
of the inground
and
electronic
manifolds
large
probability of non-radiative internal conversion
process [1].
To calculate the efficiency of the radiative and
non radiative processes, we assumed that emission
of photons occurs only when the excited system is
thermalized,
whereas
thearbitrary
non-radiative
transitions
can take place
from an
excited
vibronic
*
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state of the 2E electronic manifold. One distinguishes fast processes, which occur “before” the
excited system reaches the thermal equilibrium and
slow processes which take place “after” this fact.
There are two fast non-radiative processes; the
intra-configurational process during which the system relaxes, step by step, from the 2E, n> to the
2E,n
1> state, by means of emission of
a phonon, and the inter-configurational non-radi—

ative internal conversion process in which the electronic configuration of the system is changed
from
2E, n>
to
e2Tto t2, without changing the energy (~
2, m> radiationless transitions). If the inter-configurational non-radiative internal conversion occurs, further
relaxation of the system to the ground
2T
state, 1 2, 0> (also a fast process), is only radiationless. Intra-configurational non-radiative transitions
cause the non-radiative2E,
relaxation
of the
system
to
0>. In this
case,
further
the
metastable
state,
relaxation
occurs
by radiative and non-radiative
transitions. We consider the latter processes to be
slow because they are characterized by time
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constants many orders of magnitude larger than
fast non-radiative processes. The above-mentioned
radiationless fast processes have been considered

the ground and excited electronic manifolds, respectively. Both, inter- and intra-non-radiative processes mentioned above are fast. N1 is the occupa-

by Seelert and Strauss [2] as responsible for non3
radiative
between
excited
of Cr we
system intransitions
fluorescence
materials.
In states
this paper
give a detailed description of their kinetics.

tion
number
of the
system,
P~adand
P~.are
the thermalized
radiative andexcited
non-radiative
transition probabilities, which describe the de-excitation of the thermalized system. These processes
are slow.
One can calculate the quantum efficiency of the
system,
by dividing the number of emitted
photons, N~h
0, NtP~ad, by Ie~(hQ)/3(hQ). Because usually P(E—* T)~ter<’•(P(E)~tra
one can assume that N~>> M~for any i and j. This allows us to
decouple Eqs. (1) and we obtain:
P’E~”

+

2. Kinetics of de-excitation and quantum efficiency
calculation
Assuming that the incident light (constant or
long duration pulse excitation)
of state,
intensity
(hQ)
2E, n>
the It,,
kinetics
converts
the
system
to
the
1
of the de-excitation is given by the following set of
coupled equations:

~,

,~t(hQ,T)

“i P

—

L

k
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1ex(~2)$(~hu2)
= (N~— Mm)P(E~ T)~er
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+ NnP(E)~ntra,

E

T

(

1

E

(

)inter +

k

)intra
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grad

Ptd+Pt

(T)

Since
depends on the probabilities of fast
processes, P(E)~’ntra and P(E_* T)~ter, through
a product of n components, where increases with
hQ, a significant decrease of ~~[‘is expected for
excitation to large n even if P(E T)1”
1 is small in
comparison with P(E)~ntra. Since Q 2irc~ 1,
~R

0

(Mm

N~)P(T_+E)~er+ MmP(T)~tra, (ib)

ii

NnP(E)~ntra= (N~

Mm

i

i

)P(E

T)~te~
m

1

—*

+ N~

(1c)

P(E)~ntr~,

MmP(T)~tra— (Mm

N~

1) P(T~

E)~te~

+ P(T)~11~,
tnr

(Id)

MkP(E_* T)~er

N1+1P(E)h~ = NtP
+ NtP~ad,

where c is the speed of light and ). is the wavelength,
one can express the quantum yield as a function of 2.
To obtain the t~(A,T), we calculated the nonradiative transition probability P~,r(T), and the internal
conversion
probabilities
P(E
T)~1~.
using
the
Struck
and Fonger
[3] approach
extended
to
a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator.
—*

(le)

m

Mk+iP(T)~ntrMkP(T3E)~ter
+

NrP~r

P~

Here j3(hQ) is the absorption coefficient, N~and
Mm are the occupation numbers of the nth vibronic
state related to the excited electronic manifold, 2E,
and of the mth vibronic state related to the ground
electronic manifold, 2T
2, respectively. P(E T)~e.
and P(T—+ ~
are the probabilities of the internal conversion transitions between the excited and
ground, and ground and excited electronic manifolds, respectively,
P(E
T)~e.
= P( T—+ofE)~er.
P(T)~tra
and P(E)~ira
are the
probabilities
intraconfigurational non-radiative transitions “inside”

k

2IF~H~S~(T)

(3)
and
m

P(E —~ ~

n

1

—

k’

—*

—~

n

~

1(T)to nk Ok 0
x ó(E~— E~F~gkm

(if)

MkP(T)intra.

1~

><

0 k

~(E:

0

E~)IF:~
km

IF~’LL
4
2E and the ground
k’~2

where e and g denote the excited
2T
manifold, respectively.
the casethe
of
32 +electronic
ion the non-radiative
transitionsInbetween
Ti
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T=1o K

100

b~ 80

°~

Boltzmann occupation factor, and IF~gkm kLi and
IF~’ are the absolute values of overlap integrals
of the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator wave
functions related to the parallel and perpendicular
modes, respectively (see Fig. 1(b)). The probability
of radiative transition has been assumed to be
equal to 0.26 x 106 s 1 (the inverse of the radiative
decaytime). We have assumed that P(E)~,ira=
.~

—

T=320K

60

309

~

1 ~15~1

P(E)inira, for all k, and we treat them as a free

40

/
///

20

‘~ntrn

parameter of the model. Calculations have15s
been
1
performed using P(E)jntra equal to 10
10’4s 1 and 1013s
The results are presented in
Fig. 1(a). For 2 smaller than Anr 480 nm ~~[‘starts
to decrease, and its slope depends on the value of
P(E)intra. This decrease is because the probability of
internal conversion to the 2T
2 electronic manifold,
P(E—* T)~ter, increases with n and
corn3 becomes
ion is excited
parable to P(E)jntra when the Ti
above the energy barrier for non-radiative
transitions, Enr (the cross-over energy between the
excited and ground electronic manifolds, see
~.
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Fig. 1(b)). In our case En.
= 4507cm
1 aboveOne
the
2E electronic
manifold.
energy
minimum
of
the
notices two regions of excitation. For A > ~ the
quantum yield is determined by the slow radiative
and non-radiative processes in the thermalized systern, whereas for A < Anr the fast non-radiative internal conversion dominates. In the former case
tj~ depends only on temperature, whereas in the
latter it is also dependent on the energy of the
exciting photons. It should be mentioned that in
the framework of standard approach one considers
the quantum yield of the system to be dependent
only on temperature. This case is represented by

Fig. 1. (a) The radiative quantum efficiency of Ti3~in Al
203
versus excitation wavelength calculated for various P(E),nt,a, for
temperature T 10K and T — 320 K; (b) simplified configurational coordinate diagram ofthe system. Here the section along
the parallel configuration coordinate is presented. Perpendicular vibrations are perpendicular to the figure surface, Radiative
transitions are indicated by dashed arrows, non-radiative ones
by solid arrows,

dashed lines obtained from our model by applying
the a priori assumption
Inira

P(E —*

—

1

T)~ter + P(E)~’nira

for any 1 and k.

2E and 2T

2 electronic manifolds are allowed by the
spin orbit interaction.
Thus, ~theis frequency
2/hw, where
the spinfactor,
orbit
matrix
element and hw is the phonon energy (we
1 = (2it/h)~
have used
1
3 x 1013s 1). S~(T) is the
t~

—

3. Analysis of photopyroelectric spectrum
The photopyroelectric spectrum of Al
3~’
has been obtained using a novel non-contact
203 : Ti
photopyroelectric spectrometer, which allows
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j~(2,T)

,_,~1.0

using the relation [6]
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where 2 and A~are the wavelengths of exciting and
emitted photons, respectively, and ij~(A,T) is given
by Eq. (2). Using P(E)inira = 2 x 1014s 1, we were

*

able to reproduce the ~j~(A, T) quite well (solid
0~

z

A

*

curve in Fig.on2(a)).
The instandard
approach
independent
A) results
the dashed
line in Fig.
2(a). It is seen that in the case of Ti3~the large
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Fig. 2. (a) Non-radiative energy conversion efficiency for
Ti3 + : sapphire. Asterisks corresponds to the total ‘INR, obtained
from the photopyroelectric spectrum of the sample; circles correspond to the non-radiative energy conversion efficiency of
titanium ion; solid curve and dashed line correspond to
~ (A, T) calculated according to Eq. (5) using i~ given by Eq.
(2) and ,j~ independent of i,, respectively. Triangles correspond
to 1INR of Al
3~obtained by Li et al. [7]. (b) Bulk and
surface absorption
of A1
3 system.
2O3:Ti
203 Ti

measurement of the absolute value of non-radiative
energy transfer efficiency, ‘7NR(A, T), via a lock-in
technique (for the experimental details see Ref.
[5]). The experimental ~NR as measured, is presented in Fig. 2(a) (asterisks). It should be mentioned here that since we have the background
absorption, related to the surface states, the ‘JNR obtamed is related to the Ti3 ions as well as to
surface defects. Especially the large ~NR(A, T), for
2 > 620 nm, is due to completely non-radiative deexcitation of surface defects. Knowing the contributions from the surface and the bulk crystal to the
absorption spectrum (see Fig. 2(b)), one extracts
A, T) (circles in Fig. 2(a)) from ~NR, assuming
that the non-radiative energy transfer efficiency related to the surface states is 100%. One analyzes
+

t~(

electron
the probability
lattice coupling
of non-radiative
results in inter-configurathe increase of
tional internal conversion transitions for a highly
excited system. For the exciting A < An. this process
competes with the intra-configurational non-radiative transitions and therefore results in an additional increase of ~NR
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